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ABSTRACT 

 
The paper examines the nature and degree of instability in yields, prices and gross returns of different 
crops in Jessore district. Considering the coefficient of variation around the trend (CVt) of prices and gross 
returns, cereal crops were found to be relatively less risky compared to other crops. Price instability was 
higher than yield instability. The study emphasizes the need for price stabilization of agricultural 
commodities. Crop yield instability was also high. This necessitates intensive training of farmers and 
extension agents in matters of farm management and planning. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A variety of risks and uncertainties adversely affects the optimization process of 

investment and production decisions in agriculture (Saxena et al. 1978) Among different 
types of risks and uncertainties yield, price, technological change and institutional factors 
are the most important. Yield variability is caused by weather fluctuations and diseases. 
The main factors responsible for price fluctuations are unstable national and international 
commodity prices and shifts in government policies. In such conditions, producers do not 
only aim to maximize income but also to reduce the risk. The measure of risk, affecting a 
producer, is the variability of income (Singh and Zilberman,1984). 

 
In this paper attempt has been made to examine the nature and degree of instability 

in yields, prices and gross returns of different crops in Jessore District. Since these 
instabilities are not the same for all crops, the farmers must decide which combination of 
crops to choose in order to reduce his income instability. Such knowledge of stability will 
also be of help to the farmers in making suitable production and investment decisions and 
to the financing institutions in judging the repayment capacity and risk bearing ability of the 
farmers (Ganqwar et. al. 1971). 

 

The paper has been organized in four sections. The next section briefly discusses the 
sources of data and the analytical procedures of the study. Some results pertaining to 
yield, 
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of Nadakarni and Ghosh (1978) revealed that rainfall alone was not responsible for crop 
yield instability. 

 
The instability and consequential risk in agriculture in terms of yield instability were 

found in the studey area. Yields over the years did not show any consistant pattern or 
sequence. Sequential occurrence of below average yields of two or more years enhances yield 
instability. The time incidence of instability can be obtained by observing the sequence of 
years with below average yields. Table 2 reveals the distribution of contiguous below 
average yield observations. It is noted that frequency of five and above contiguous below 
average yields were not uncommon. In addition, frequency of five and above contiguous 
below average yields were higher than other categories. 

 
Further information on yield instability may be found by examining the deviation of 

actual yields from mean yields of different crops. Table 3 indicates the extent to which 
actual yields deviated from mean yields during the period of 17 years. The severity of yield 
instability was indicated by the fact that in 75-85 per cent of the observations (in the case 
of different crops), the actual yields deviated from mean yields by upto 30 per cent. 
 
Correlation Matrices Among Crop Yields 

Correlation matrices among yields of various crops of Jessore district were analysed. 
The degree of association between crop yields signified the relative behaviour of crop 
yields of different crops grown over time. Diversification to combat risk referred to 
combining those crops with negative or low positive correlations among the products. 
Table 4 reveals the annual yield correlations coefficients for various crops in Jessore 
district. All these crops reacted differently to variations in weather and environmental 
conditions. It can be seen from table 4 that there is scope for diversification as simple 
correlation coefficients among some of the crops were not only low but also negative. Risk 
averse operator farmers might like to combine those crops which had negative or low 
positive correlation coefficients. 
 
Instability in Product Prices 

Instability in product prices undoubtedly exert an important influence on farmers 
planning decisions. In this study, year to year fluctuations in prices were treated as 
instability relevant for planning decisions by individual farmers. 
 
      In case of product prices, the coefficients of variation ranged from a minimum of about 
9 per cent for wheat (MV) to a maximum of 56 per cent.for garlic. It is evident from 
Table 1 that the price instability of all the food crops was less, indicating the 
significance of the institutional intervention in marketing of these crops. Jute ranked fifth 
in price instability. The price instability of vegetables was higher than that of pulses and 
oilseeds. This means that vegetables were more risky crops than pulses and oilseeds. One 
possible reason for high instability in prices of vegetables was their bulky nature. 
Vegetables required larger storage 
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space resulting in higher cost of storage. Another possible reason might be high transport cost 
of vegetables as these were perishable crops and required quicker transportation. Their 
yearly supply fluctuations, therefore, were not easily smoothened out. So, there was need 
for price stabilization of vegetables. But, it is to be noted that low correlation (Table 5) 
between the prices of different crops made such price stabilization not a difficult task. 

 
The price instability of garlic was found to be around 56 per cent which was higher when 

compared to yield instability of MV potato (about 22 per cent). The results of the study 
reveal that price instability was higher than yield instability. Similar results were found 
by Mruthyunjaya and Sirohi (1979), Bhowmick (1982) and Shahabuddin (1983). In 
contrast to these, Gajanana (1990) observed that yield instability was higher than price 
instability. 

Instability in Gross Returns 
Ultimately, the farmers are interested in net return and its instability between 

alternative crops. The variation in net return is closely related to instability in gross 
return due to the relative stability of costs in the short period. Moreover, due to the non-
availabity of time series data regarding costs for individual crops, we have used gross return 
for computing crop income instability. 

 
The gross return instability of different crops grown in Jessore is given in Table 1. In 

the case of gross return, the coefficients of variation ranged from a minimum of about 13 per 
cent for transplanted aman (LV) to a maximum of 35 per cent for jute. It is observed from 
Table 1 that vegetables were a bit risky as compared to other crops. The non-cereal crops 
were again found risky as compared to cereal crops. This leaves some scope for 
stabilizing the farm returns by incorporating these relatively stable crops in farm plans. 

 
Simple correlation matrix of detrended gross returns is presented in Table 6.  It can be 

seen from the table that there is scope for diversification as simple correlation coefficients 
among majority of the crops were not only low but also negative. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
The analysis of the present study concludes that agriculture in Jessore district was highly 

unstable and risky, characterized by fluctuations in farm income resulting from instability 
in both yield and price. It is observed that price instability was higher than yield 
instability. Considering the CVt of prices and gross returns, cereal crops were found to be 
relatively less risky compared to others crops.  

The study indicates a high degree of instability in farming. This needs immediate 
attention by the policy makers, administrators and researchers. Crop price variability was 
found to be higher than yield variability. Thus, there is need for price stabilization of 
agricultural commodities. The price instability of all the food crops (rice and wheat) were 
less compared to other crops, indicating the significance of the institutional intervention in 

 



 



 



 


